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ABSTRACT

This reportdescribes test details of a full demonstration of the Contamination Control Unit (CCU).
The CCU is a mobile trailer capable of employing the use of soil fixatives, dust suppression agents,

misting, and vacuum systems. These systems can perform a large number of contamination control
functions to support the Office of Waste Technology Development (OTD) Buried Waste Integrated

Demonstration (BWID) projects, transuranic (TRU) waste retrieval operations, and emergency response
for hazardous and radioactive materials incidents.

The demonstration will include both performance testing at the North Holmes Laboratory Facility

(NHLF) and field testing in conjunction with the Remote Excavation System Demonstration at the Cold

" Test Pit. The NHLF will test operational parameters using water only, and the field demonstration at

the Cold Test Pit involves full scale operation of vacuum, fixant, misting, and dust suppression systems.

Test objectives, detailed experimental procedures, and data quality objectives necessary to perform
the field demonstration are included in this test plan.
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Test Plan for the Field Evaluation and Demonstration
of the Contamination Control Unit

- 1. INTRODUCTION

This test plan describes the tests that will he used to perlbrm the preliminary evaluation and

field demonstration of the Contamination Control Unit (CCU). The CCU is a mobile trailer capable

of deploying a soil fixative (3M Foam), dust suppression agents (calcium lignosulfonate and natural

polysaccharides), a misting system (DRYFOG Ultrasonic Misting Heads), and a vacuum system

(DUSTCONTROL Model DC 5500). These systems are capable of performing a large number of

c_mtamination control functions to support the Office of Waste Technology Development (OTD)

Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID) projects, transuranic (TRU) waste retrieval

operations and provide an emergency response for hazardous and radioactive materials incidents.

This test plan describes the background of the CCU, objectives of the performance tests,

organizational structure for the testing, description of the systems to be tested, methods to evaluate

the systems, performance objectives of each system, and safety requirements for these evaluations.

The performance tests will be evaluated by independent testing at the NHLF using water only,

independent testing at the Cold Test Pit using the actual products intended for the CCU
. (Flambinder, 3M foam, and polysaccharides), and by supporting the Remote Excavation System

(RES) demonstration. Based on these performance tests, an operations manual will be finalized for
the CCU.

At the North Holmes Laboratory Facility (NHLF), the CCU systems will be tested with water
to determine pressure settings, examine timeframes for dispensing products, verify the functioning of

alarms and automatic pump shutoffs, evaluate the application effects of using different product

nozzles, and determine leaks in the system.

At the Cold Test Pit, the CCU systems will be tested with actual dust suppression and fixative

products to determine the need tbr "fine tuning" the pressure settings, dispensing timeframcs, alarm

and pump shutoff timeframes, and nozzle selection effects with each product. Not only will the

products bc tested and evaluated, but it is also intended that the surrounding traffic areas of the Cold

Test Pit bc treated as part of these tests.

The primary objective of the CCU testing is to determine its capabilities, applications, and

limitations for various project support and emergency response. The secondary objective is to use

the knowledge and experience gain to produce an operations manual.

These demonstrations and evaluations are conducted under a technology agreement with BWID

. originated from the Technical Task Plans ID-121210 and RL-432002 (polysaccharide evaluation).
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2. BACKGROUND

During the period fiscal year (FY) 1989 to 1992, the Radiation Measurements and Development

(.RM&D) Unit of EG&G Idaho, Inc. has been involved in research and development of

contamination control techniques that could be used in support of retrieval of TRU wastes currently

stored at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC) at the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory (INEL). Current plans for the remediation of the RWMC include the retrieval anu

treatment of over 2 million cubic feet of TRU contaminated wastes, which were shipped to the INEL

from weapons fabrication operations at the Rocky Flats Plant. The wastes are currently buried in

shallow land filled pits and trenches. Over the years, it is certain that some of the containers have

lost their integrity, and the TRU and hazardous materials contaminates have leached into the

surrounding soil.

During retrieval operations, it is expected that fugitive dusts will be generated, and the TRU

contaminated and/or hazardous materials will become airborne. Because of the high toxicity and low

body burdens for TRU and/or hazardous materials, it is important to minimize the generation and

spread of fugitive dusts during waste retrieval operations. Initial research involving contamination

control included looking for current off-the-shelf systems in use in the mining industry for control of

dust generation. Several different products and application systems were identified, and testing was

conducted to evaluate which product and application systems would perform the best on INEL type

soils. 1'2 In 1989, a system was designed to control the generation and spread of contamination during

retrieval operations. 3 This system used containment structures, robotics equipment, rapid monitoring

systems, and dust control techniques to provide maximum safety to the environment and personnel

during operations. The 1989 to 1991 activities were sponsored by the Buried Waste Program at the
1NEL. During 1992, work was sponsored by BWlD.

During FY-92, design and procurement was initiated to build a single trailer that would serve

as a CCU. The purpose of this trailer would be to support BWlD demonstration projects that

provided dust control capabilities for equipment and retrieval technology evaluations. The trailer will

provide contamination control capability for actual retrieval demonstrations and provide an emergency

response capability in case of a hazardous or radioactive materials incident. To evaluate the

capabilities of the CCU on a large scale, performance testing must be conducted, and an operations
manual must be written.

The dust control techniques to be used in the CCU include ,:oil fixatives (chemicals used to trap

contaminants between the soil surface and the air for nontraffic areas) used on digface areas to

control the exposed areas of a digface, dust suppression agents (chemicals or natural agents used to

minimize contamination spread in high traffic areas) used on vehicle traffic surfaces, misting systems

to control dusts during digging and dumping operations, and vacuum systems to decontaminate

equipment and hot spot areas. During FY-92, the final selection of products and application systems
was made anti is described below.

• The 3M Foam with the Williams Model 80 foam generating system was chosen as a soil
fixative.

• Flambinder (calcium lignosulfonate) with a premixed tank and spray system was chosen as

a dust suppression agent.
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• Natural p¢_lysaccharides (sugar bcct mom_ and lmlysaccharidcs and pc_ta{ostarch) was also

soled:ted as a dust SUl_l_ressionagent thai will he used in the Flambindcr prcmixcd tank and

spray system.

" • DRYFOG Ultrasmlic Misting Syslcm, manufactured by SONICS lhc., was chosen as a

misting system.

• DUSTCONTROL M_del DC 5500 nuclear grade vacuum syslem, manufactured by
Transmatic Corporation, was chosen as the vacuum system.



3. OBJECTIVES

The CCU will bc tested for operational facility and effectiveness during the robotics retrieval

demonstration in June 1993. The June 1993 demonstration has the following objectives:

1. In full scale, evaluate the capability of the dust control products to control the spread of

dust during the RES demonstration. This will be assessed by pertorming retrieval with and

without application of the vacuum and dust control products. During these tests, air

particulate samples will be obtained with high and low volume air samplers and by
comparing filter weights.

2. Evaluate the reliability of the CCU to dispense the products without clogging the nozz!e,

plugging the vacuum lines, or causing other major failures. Reliability will be evaluated

after each product application.

3. Evaluate the capability to dispense dust control products and vacuum in an actual field

application. The capability will be evaluated by forcing all vacuum and dispensing hoses
through the entire range of motion expected during remediation activities. A successful

demonstration show that the apparatus can perform in the RWMC environment without

major equipment failure during demonstrations 2 week period. For example, the hoses will

be operated in fully and partially extended positions. The CCU will be deemed

operationally ready if the results of the air sampling from the field demonstration show

that each of the products used in a near, full-scale demonstration perform within a specific

range. This range was identified from earlier studies on dust control, z'3'4 These studies

showed that each of the products employed by the CCU had a dust control efficiency

under laboratory controlled conditions of between 75 to 95% dust control. The CCU will

be considered operationally ready if using these products in conjunction with the dust

suppression agents applied to vehicle traffic areas, misting systems employed over digging

and or dumping areas, and soil fixatives applied to the retrieval areas, a minimum dust

control efficiency of 75% or greater can be obtained in the containment enclosure when

compared to conditions with no contamination control techniques in use.

4. Evaluate the compatibility of the CCU operation with other retrieval equipment such as

the excavator and cameras used to control the vehicle. This will be qualitatively evaluated

by observing operational difficulties caused by using dust control products and

quantitatively by keeping a record of the relative humidity to see if the misting system

affects the relative humidity.

In addition to the preceding major objectives, the following qualitative objectives will be
cxamined.

5. Evaluate the ability of the soil fixatives, 3M Foam and natural polysaccharides (potato

starch), to be used effectively and compatibly with other necessary retrieval operations.

6. Evaluate the product performance and mean time to failure for each system application
of the CCU.

°
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7. Make recommendations for design or equipment modifications based on the qualitative
methods.

8. Perform an initial ficld evaluation of the ability to apply immobilization materials and the

" range of application using each of the systems installed in the CCU. This will determine

if the systems perform according to the specifications as detailed in this document.

9. Evaluate the dust control efficiency of the natural polysaccharides to immobilize surface

contamination or suppress airborne contamination.

10. Evaluate the extent, if any, that additional waste is generated.

To meet the above objectives, data quality will be verified using peer review by the RM&D

technical leader (who is knowledgeable of the data, assumptions methodology, and measurements

analysis) to verily that the data are within the performance specifications as detailed in this test plan.

The lollowing accuracy specifications apply:

1. Flow measurements shall be within +_10%. Ten percent was chosen because the vendor

calibration data suggest that this is achievable.

2. Mass measurements shall be within +_0.0001 g.

3. Tectal volume of product used on a test area will be estimated within +_.I0 gal. Ten gallons

was chosen because it is an easily observable q,aantity relative to the tank size containing

- the product.

4. Total area covered by the products will be estimated within +_.2yd2. Two square yards was

chosen because of the nature in controlling the product from the spray nozzles.



4. ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

Figure 1 shows the organizational structure for the tests to he performed as described in this

test plan. The funding organization for this test is the DOE OTD. EG&G Idaho's Waste

Technology Development Group has direct funding through Waste Technology Development to

evaluate and demonstrate waste management and retrieval technologies for application to current

DOE environmental restoration programs. The following people have these responsibilities in this o

project:

• DOE Headquarters Program Manager--Provides overall headquarter cognizance of BWID

programs.

• U.S. Department of Energy Idaho Operations Office (DOE-ID) Program

Manager--Provides overall DOE-ID cognizance of BWID activities.

• BWID Coordinator--Responsible for coordinating the technology demonstration programs.

• DOE Management and Operations (M&O) Contract Manager--EG&G Idaho management

representative.

• BWID Test Coordinator--Responsible for performance of ali specific tasks in the project.

Defines and write statements of work, procures vendor services, tracks, and maintains

project budgets and progress. Provides field technical support. Writes and publishes final

report.

• Project Manager--Responsible for overall performance of work to be conducted in the

project. Maintains and tracks project funding and provides technical direction and

expertise.

• Project Scientist--Provides scientific and technical support. Writes sampling and test plans

for performance for project tasks. Has the authority to change a procedure during or after

a test as long as the test objectives are not compromised. Provides data analysis and

interpretation. Assists work package manager in preparation of final report.

• Field Sampling Personnel---Collects data and samples in the ficld for analysis. The field

team leader prepares and collects materials, data, and samples in the field. Procurcs

sampling and analysis services and equipment. Provides technical direction and support

to field sampling personnel. Has the authority to change a procedure during or after a test

as long as the test objectives are not compromised.



DOE Headquarters Program Manager
Jaffer Mohluddin

q,

I ii
DOE-lD Program Manager II

George J. Schneider hl
I

Buried Waste Integrated
Demonstration Coordinator

Kevin M. Kostelnik

I
DOEManagement and Operations

Contract Manager
Kenneth G. Kolier

I

II' Buried Waste IntegratedDemonstratiOnTestRobertCOordinatorE.Heard
I

Project Manager
Guy G. Loomis

I

Project Scientist II

David N. Thompson

I

1 Field Team Personnel

Anita L. Freeman
Vaughn E. Wixom

B930063

- Figure 1. Organizational structure for the field ewlluation and demonstration of the CCU.
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5. DESCRIPTION OF CCU TRAILER AND SYSTEMS

The CCU consists of a 9 ft wide x 24 ft long enclosed trailer manufactured by Wells Cargo

Company of Salt Lake City, Utah. The trailer is dual axle with a standard 2 5/16 in. ball hitch. A

diagram of the trailer showing the placement of the systems is shown in Figure 2. The trailer

contains the application systems for 3M Foam, natural polysaccharides, Flambinder, DRYFOG

misting, and vacuuming. The systems are arranged in the trailer to allow access for maintenance and t

service via the sets of double doors (two sets on each side). The large rear doors allow access to the

hose reels and main control panel. The hose reels contain the hoses, each of which is at least 100 ft

long, and nozzles for each system. The control panel will allow the operator to control each system
and operate the hose reels. The trailer requires access to a 480 V power supply either from a

building hookup or portable 50 kW generator. Operation of the trailer requires two or three people

depending on which system is bcing used. The following sections will describe cach of the individual

systems.

5.1 Description of the Soil Fixative (3M Foam) System

The 3M Foam system utilizes a two-part chemical mixing apparatus to mix a long-term vapor

suppressing foam. The chemical constituents will be procured from the 3M Company. The system
will use the 3M FX-9161 Foam Stabilizer and 3M FX-9162 Foam Concentrate.

The product is mixed and applied using the Model 70 3M Foam application system

manufactured by Williams Fire & Hazardous Control Inc. This system and the product were tested

to satisfaction during FY-92. A set of operating instructions from the manufacturer is included in

Appendix A of this test plan. The Model 70 or "Blue Box" foam application system is specially

designed to mix water, FX-9162 foam concentrate, and FX-9161 foam stabilizer in the proper

proportions (6% 9161, 6% 9162, and 88% water) to create a foam material that is dispensed using

volume expansion nozzles. The mixed foam will create a vapor suppressing membrane capable of

lasting for several months. The blue box system is shown in a diagram on Figure 3.

The blue box is a hand-carried unit that is placed outside, near the area to be sprayed. The leed

water connections are then made between the blue box and water supply. The discharge hose is

connected to the blue box and the aeration and the discharge nozzle is placed on the discharge end
of the hose. The maximum length of the discharge hose is 100 ft based on the current water

pressures to the blue box. For the applications stated in this test plan, the discharge hose will bc

al)proximately 20 ft long. The foam concentrate and loam stabilizer lines arc placed in their

respective pails. The unit is then ready to operate. The system must be purged after each use to

prevent the material from solidifying in the blue box, discharge line, and nozzle. The mixed foam

begins to cure immediately and will set up within 30 to 90 seconds. When the unit. is shut down, it

must be purged according to the procedures in the operations manual.

5.2 Description of the Dust Suppression Application System

The dust suppression application system is the most versatile system contained on the CCU.

The systcm consists of a tank to hold the premixed product, a pump, and an application hose and

spray nozzle. A diagram of the system is shown on Figure 4. The system is versatile because _ny
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CONTAMINATION CONTROL UNIT

HOSEREELS
BUBBLERSYSTEMCONTROLS

I POWERSUPPLYWATERSUPPLYTANK

O STOAAE__/TOOLBOX
BLUE BOX

FOAM _ "

/ _ WATER _

(l_p_ /

"_ 1,1 t _ 3-MFOAMPRO,_____ !EXPANSIONNOZZLE

Figure 3. Blue box 3M Foam application system..
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CONTAMINATIONCONTROLUNIT

I H_ BUBBLER SYSTEM CONTROLS

I/_iY I--] WATER SUPPLY TANK ] POWER SUPPLY

/ I _) li-lr O )SOILFIXATI_TANK

• U U STORAGE/TOOL BOX

RODUCT SOLUTION

SPRAY GUN

Figure 4. Dust suppression application system.
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type of dust suppressant that requires mixing with water is capable of being employed by this system.

Previous studies conducted at the INEL evaluated several dust suppressants for application in the

CCU. z The dust suppressant chosen was Flambinder (a calcium lignosulfonatc) because of its ability

to work well on INEL soils and its environmental acceptability. Natural polysaccharides l'rom sugar

beets and potato starch have also been selected for testing in this system. The polysaccharides ftore

sugar beets will be used for vehicular traffic areas as a dust suppressant and compared tc) the calcium

lignosulfonate, while the potato starch will be used as a soil fixative in the excavation lilt and

compared to the fixative, 3M Foam. "

The system is operated by premixing the product in the designated tank. The application hose

with its attached nozzle is payed out from the hose reel to the application area, and the pump is

turned on. The product is applied as needed. When application is completed, the pump is turned

off, and the hose is payed back into the hose reel. The are no clogging or set up problems associated

with calcium lignosulfonate; however, it is recommended that any residual product in the tank not

be allowed to dry. Detailed procedures to be used to test this system will be described in subsequent
sections.

5.3 Description of the Misting System

The DRYFOG Ultrasonic Misting System utilizes a specially designed nozzle to mix air and

water to create a fine cone of mist. The misting heads require a clean water supply with particulate

(extraneous material such as vegetation or dirt accidentally entering the tank or the formation of hard

water deposits) removed down to 50 _ when functioning at their full capability. A diagram of the

misting system is shown in Figure 5. The CCU contains a 300-gal tank tbr a water supply, compressor
tc_supply air to the misting system, and pump to provide water pressure at the misting heads. The

trailer is designed to operate up to six heads either individually or in any combination. It is expected

that four misting heads and stands will be used for the demonstration operations. Each misting head

will be attachLd to a 1 or 6-ft stand, depending on the control application, placed in strategic

positions (without interfering with other local activities) to provide contamination control for digging

and dumping operations. The air and water lines from the misting heads arc connected to a spray

manifold [the junction where the air and water from the trailer pass through a valve and regulator

then go to the misting head(s)]. The operator then turns the heads off and on at the manifold, as

needed. When misting operations are completed, the air and water lines can be disconnected I'r¢ml

the spray manifold and the supply lines payed back in to the hose reel.

5.4 Description of the Vacuum System

The wlcuum system in the CCU is a nuclear grade, high efficiency particulate air (HEPA)

filtered system. The vacuum system, Model DC 5500, is a 5-7.5 kW, two stage system manufactured

by Transmatic, Inc. The manufacturer's description and specifications are found in Appendix B of

this test plan. The vacuum system provides a means to rapidly decontaminate equipment, personnel,
and work areas.

The vacuum system is capable of removing loose particulate debris ranging from small particles

micron size up to large debris 1.5 in. in diameter. Heavy items such as rocks will be limited to
approximately 3/4 in. so that the denser material will still be able to flow from the nozzle to the

12
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debris container without lodging in the hose line. The system includes a HEPA filter and 55-gal

debris container. The container can bc changed out when full and replaced with any standard 55-gal

drum. The full drum can then be properly sealed for final disposal. Because of the limited space in

the CCU trailer, moving a full drum will be difficult, lt is anticipated that the drum will be replaced

while it is still maneuverable (however, this goes against waste minimization principles), or the hose

from the vacuum to the drum will be extended so that the debris drum can be placed outside ol" the

trailer on a pallet. There is no mechanism to determine the amount of dust and debris deposited into

the drum other than by checking the weight of the drum.

The system is operated I,y turning it off and on as needed. The vacuum hose can be payed in

or out from its hose reel located at the rear of the trailer. Attachments may be used on the hose as

needed to complete the job. Additional information for testing the vacuum system will be discussed

in later sections of this test plan.
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6. PERFORMANCE TESTING OF THE CCU

This section of the test plan outlines the methods used to test the capabilities of the CCU. The

testing of the CCU will take place in two stages:

• Stage l--Performance testing at the NHLF to test the operational parameters lhr each

• system using water only, make any needed system modifications, and collect information
necessary to write an operations manual for the CCU.

• Stage 2--Field demonstration of the CCU in support of the RES demonstration conducted

at the Cold Test Pit by BWID during the summer of FY-93.

Because of the location of the NHLF, it will not be possible to test the CCU systems with actual

product after the water tests have been completed, lt is mandatory that the initial testing with water
be done at the NHLF because the engineers and technicians who designed and installed the CCU

cquipment are located at the NHLF and are readily available for modifications and any necessary
repairs.

The Stage 1 tests will be performed with water only in the 3M Foam system and dust

suppression system. The misting system and vacuum system will be tested as designed. The purpose

of these tests is to check the operability and installation integrity of each of the systems. Because

. the CCU is a prototype, its reliability will be determined through repeated operation. Each individual

system in the CCU has its own life expectancy based on the specifications provided by the different

manufacturers, so it is difficult to estimate the number of hours of operation needed to evaluate the

reliability ¢_f the CCU. After the completion of Stage 1, the CCU is expected to be reliable

throughout the testing and support operations for the demonstrations mentioned in this test plan.

Modifications will be made as recommended by the project scientist and engineers to maximizc

the operational characteristics. Operational characteristics will be maximized by adjusting pressure

levels to the hoses, changing different nozzles in the soil fixative and dust suppression systems, and

adjusting water to air ratios in the misting system, which will provide the best dust suppression

capability and contamination control.

In the CCU, there are several gauges and sensors to indicate proper operational parameters.

The gauges for water pressure and air pressure will be optimized, adjustable settings locked in piace,

and gauge readings written into the CCU logbook. The blue box has two pressure gauges for inlet

and outlet water pressures. These hav._ been calibrated and set by the manufacturer specifically for

the use of 3M Foam and stabilizer and will not be adjusted.

There is a bubbler system incorporated into the CCU that indicates the water levels in each of

the 300-gal tanks. The bubbler system has sensors that will cause an audible alarm when the water

, drops to a critical level. This critical level is established so that enough water remains in the soil
fixative tank to flush or purge the hoses from the blue box to the nozzle. This setting will be

approximated in Stage 1 testing of the soil fixative system and fine tuned in Stage 2. The bubbler

system also has a sensor to automatically shut off the operating pump from either 300-gai tank when

the water level nears empty (to prevent the pumps from pumping air and damaging the pumps). This

sensor will be set in Stage 1 testing.
-
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In the CCU logbook, records will be maintained of the number of failures, time between
failures, downtimes, costs for repairs, equipment needed for repair, and power costs. Pcrtormance

success will also be noted. Based on this information, operating and purchase costs can be estimated

for the CCU for the operations described in this test plan. If appropriate, this information will be

included in the final report.

Stage 2 will address objectives 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 listed in the Section 3 of this document.

Stage 2 will be a full field test of each of the systems using the actual application products at the Cold

Test Pit. The purpose of the Stage 2 tests is to evaluate each of the systems in an operational
environment, determine the best operational parameters for each system (i.e., pressures, flows, mixing,

etc.), and acquire experience and knowledge ibr developing a CCU operations manual. The first

draft of the operations manual will then be used during the RES field demonstration support phase

of the testing. The field demonstration support phase should fill in any gaps in the draft operations
manual so that the final manual can be written after the demonstrations. Details for the field

evaluation of each of the systems will be explained in the following sections of this test plan.

There is no required or particular sequence of activities for the systems in the CCU, but there

is a sequence of activities (procedures) to operate each system. The systems can be operated in any
order and that order is based on the requirements of the project or task.

6.1 Performance Testing of the 3M Foam System
4

The Stage 1 performance testing of the 3M Foam system will be performed (using water) in the

rear parking lot of the NHLF. These tests will be performect without product mixed into the system.

The trailer will be placed outside, and power will be connected to the generator. The following steps

_',illbe performed:

1. Fill the foam system supply tank with water (approximately 300 gal) and connect ali hoses
tc) the blue box.

2. Start the pump and turn on the system. Note the start time of the pump in the project

logbook.

3. Note the inlet and outlet pressure on the blue box in the project logbook at 1 minute

intervals and ensure that they stay within the operational parameters noted in Appendix

A of this test plan.

4. During operations, inspect ali hoses and supply lines to ensure that there arc no leaks.

I1"leaks are present, stop the test and fix the leaks. Repeat test again.

5. Noto in the project logbook the total water used at 1 minute intervals and total amount

of time it takes to empty the tank.

6. Make any modifications as directed by the project scientist and engineer to bring the

system tc) the manufacturer's specifications.
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7. Note the pay-out and pay-in capabilities of the hose reel, which will be evaluated to
determine the requirements for using the system hoses.

Stage 2 tbr testing the 3M Foam system will be conducted at the Cold Test Pit located near the

RWMC after the CCU has been moved from NHLF. A generator and water truck will also need to

be available. The trailer will be set up and connected to the power supply at the gcncrator. The

foam system feedwater tank will then be filled (approximately 300 gal). The blue box will be

connected to the feed water supply, and the discharge hose will be connected to a nozzle. The

operator will then obtain two pails each of the FX-9161 and FX-9162 foam concentrate and foam
stabilizer and set them adjacent to the blue box. The feed hoses for the FX-9161 and 9162 will be

placed in the appropriate pails. The system will then be ready to test. The 3M Foam system will

require three people for operation: control panel operator, blue box operator, and spray nozzle

operator. The responsibilities of each operator are

• The Control Panel Operator stands at the rear doors of the trailer and operates the

control panel. The control panel operates the supply water leed pump and hose reels, and
monitors the feed tank water level.

° The Blue Box Operator stands at the blue box that is positioned near the spray area. The

operator is responsible for ensuring that ali hose connections to the blue box are made

properly, monitoring the gauges on the blue box during operation to ensure that the unit
. is functioning properly, changing the feed hoses for the FX-9161 and 9162 foam

concentrate and stabilizer as needed from empty pails to full pails, and putting the blue

box into the purge mode on signal from the spray nozzle operator when application is

• complete or from the control panel operator when the supply tank level is low.

• The Spray Nozzle Operator holds the expansion nozzle and directs the foam onto that

al-plication area. This operator is responsible for informing the blue box operator that

apglication is complete so that the blue box can be put into the purge mode.

The following tests will be performed by the above operators:

• Test 1 determines the total amount of time and water will be needed to purge the system.

The necessary inlk3rmation for setting the audible alarm sensor for the proper water level

of the supply tank will be provided.

The 3M Foam system will be turned on and operated according to the test procedures

detailed in Appendix A of this test plan.

The control panel operator will note the start time and the time that foam begins to spray
from the nozzle in the project logbook. The blue box operator will verify that the pressure

• indicators on the blue box are within the manufacturer's specifications. During this time,

the nozzle will be directed onto the front exposed face of the Cokl Test Pit (see Figure 6)

by the spray nozzle operator.



TOP OF PIT

SOIL OVERBURDEN

TO BE FOAMED

SOIL AREA '_

II

BO I'TOM OF PIT AREA
WASTE ZONES

SIDE VIEW OF FRONT FACE OF CTP SHOWING 3M FOAM APPLICATION AREA

Figure 6. Side view of the l'ront face of the Cold Test Pit showing 3M Foam application area.
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Once foam is spraying from the nozzle, the control panel operator will note the tank level

and time and inform the blue box operator using hand signals, a two-way radio, or by
shouting to lzut the foam system into the purge mode.

" The control panel operator will note the total time and water used to purge the system.

A level mark ,.'iii then be placed on the supply tank that will be easily seen from thc
control panel at 1.5 times the amotmt of water needed to purge the system to allow tor

a satety margvn. When the water reaches the level mark, the 3M Foam system must be

piace0 in the purge mode to clean the system before the water runs out. At no time must

",'.Je]!!d Foam system be shut down without purging the blue box hoses and discharge hose.

If th_ system is not purged, foam will set up in the blue box and discharge line and cause

permanent damage.

• Test 2 determines the operational parameters on a single tank (i.e., total square feet foam

coverage, foam stabilizer and concentrate usage, average depth, opcration time bef(_rc

purging, etc.).

"Ihc 3M Foam system will be set up as in Test 1 with the 300-gal water tank full and 3M

Foam and st_bilizcr (FX-9161 and FX-9!62) available and ready for use (sevcral 5-gol pails
arc opcncd and standing by).

• When the 3M Foam system has been turned on, the control panel operator will noto the

on-timc in the proicct logbook. The spray operator will direct the foam over the

prerearked application area covering the area with foam at an average l-in. depth (as

• suggested by the manuiacturer for the best curing thickness), or until the control operator

notes tha'. the minimum purge level of the supply tank is reached. Because the control

pancl opcratc_r has more time available, he/she will note the time taken to reach this level

;_nd tell the b!uc box operator to piace the blue box in the purge mode. As soc_n as the

unit has purged, the system will he shut down.

The application area will be measured and evaluated to determine the total area covered,

_Jvcrage depth of coverage, and foam characteristics (cure times, consistency, etc.). The

control panel operator will note any pertinent information regarding system operation that
they know will be needed for the final operations manual.

Thc ft_amed area will be allowed to cu"e to a firm consistency (30 to 60 minutes). The

equipment operator will then come in with the loader and attempt to dig into the face and

Ic_adthe soil into a dump truck to evaluate the breakaway characteristics to the foam.

If the prt_jcct scientist determines that additional tests need to be performed to fully

evaluate the system, fresh soil will be brought to the digface, and Test 2 will be modified
and/or repeated. The BWlD test coordinator at the Cold Test Pit will be notified for
ccmcurrcncc.

: If the proicct scicntist realizes that a procedure or process is incorrect or fails, work will

stc_p. The pr¢_blem will be evaluated, the procedure changed, and the task repeated.
_
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During ali phases of these tests, photographs and vidco tape will be taken to ensure a complete
project r'_cord and allow the project scientist and staff to review and evaluate the system

performance. Ali pci:inent data and experience will be used to write the 3M Foam Applications

System section of the operations manual. After this phase of testing is complete, the CCU will be

brought back to the NHLF for any modifications that may be needed.

6.1.1 Performance Testing of the Dust Suppression Agent System

Stagc 1 of the performance testing of the dust suppression agent system will bc performed at

the parking lot of the NHLF. These tests will be performed without any product placed in the supply

tank. Water only will be used for these tests. These tests will evaluate the overall performance of

the system, ensure that the systcm functions according to specifications, and make any modifications

to the systcm to maximize the performance. The dust suppression agent system will be evaluated

during Stage 1 as follows:

1. The CCU will be mewed out onto the parking lot of the NHLF and the power connections
made.

2. The system will be activated by turning on the feedwater supply tank pump and inspected

for any leaks. Ali Icaks will be repaired.

3. The system performance characteristics will be evaluated (i.e., line pressures, regulator

settings, flow rates, etc.)

4. Any repairs or modifications will be made in preparation for the Stage 2 testing.

Stage 2, field evaluation testing of the dust suppressant system in the CCU will take piace at

the Cold Test Pit. A dust suppressant application area will be designated as shown in Figure 7. Thc

dust suppressants to bc tested will bc Flambinder (calcium lignosulfonate) and the natural sugar beet

polysaccharide, XDCA. Flambindcr was the chosen dust suppressant because of its superiority and

advantages cwcr other tested suppressants. Since Flambinder works best on premoistened soil, the

area will bc sprayed with water at a rate of 1 gal/ydz before applicaticm of the product. 2 The dust

suppression system will require a control panel operator and spray nozzle operator. The

rcspcmsibilities of these operators are

• The Control Panel Dperator stands at the rear doors of the trailer and operates the

control panel. Thc control panel operatcs the supply water feed pump and hose reels and
monitors the feed tank water level.

• The Spray Nozzle Operator holds the spray nozzle and directs the dust suppression agent

onto the application area.

Stage 2 testing of the dust suppression agents Flambinder and XDCA will be performed on the

application area as 17ollows.

1. The spray nozzle operator will begin to coat the premoistened application area with

product at the rate of 1 gal/yd 2. The spray nozzle operator and control panel operator will
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Figure 7. Sketchshowin_the cold wastetest pit cells and areasfor dustsuppressantapplication.
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maintain communication (via head set radios) about the tank level, spray rate, and areas

covered to ensure proper application.

2. When the application area is covered, the control panel operator will turn off the pump

and note the time and volume of the supply tank used in the logbook.

3. The product on the application area will be allowed to cure, and the cure time will bc
p

noted in the logbook. Other factors to be noted in the logbook arc the air temperature,

weather conditions, and wind speed and direction.

4. When the supply tank is empty or when ali applications of a particular product are

completed, the supply tank will bc filled with water, rinsed, and the rinsc water will bc

purged from the system.

5. If the project scientist realizes that a procedure or process is incorrect or fails, work will

stop. The problem will be evaluated, the procedure changed, and the task repeated.

After this initial test is complete, other areas of the Cold Test Pit such as the access roads and

parking areas may be treated with Flambinder and XDCA to provide additional operational

experience and provide dust control for the vehicle traffic surfaces in preparation for the

demonstration projects to be conducted during the summer of FY-93.

During ali phases of these tests, photographs and video tape will be taken to ensure a complete

project record and allow the project scientist and staff to review and evaluate the system

performance. Ali pertinent data and experience will be used to write the Dust Suppression

Applications System section of the operations manual. After ali tests of the CCU systems are

complete, the CCU will be brought back to the NHLF for any modifications that may bc needed.

6.1.2 Performance Testing of the DRYFOG Misting System

The DRYFOG misting system will be evaluated at the parking area of the NHLF. No testing

of this system will be necessary at the Cold Test Pit until the RES demonstration begins. These tests

will bc explained in a later section of this test plan. The field test at the NHLF will consist of

operating the system at the NHLF to ensure that the unit functions according to manufacturer's

specifications. The misting system can be operated from the controls at the control panel or from

the ball valves at the manifold [the manitbld is the junction where the air and water from the trailer

each pass through a valve and regulator then go to the misting head(s)]. The control panel operator
has the same responsibilities as in previous sections. The testing sequence for the misting system will
bc as follows:

1. The control panel operator will start the compressor and feedwater pump to start the air

and water flow to the nozzles. The control panel operator will noto the time and tank
level at the start of the test.

2. While operating, the system will be checked for leaks and proper operating l'lows and

pressures. Ali pressure and flow adjustments will be noted in the logbook. 11any leaks

are present, they will be fixed, and the test repeated.
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3. The misting system will be operated tbr 10 minutes where the water level in the supply
tank will be checked in 1 minute intervals.

4. After 10 minutes, the system will be turned off, and the total water volume used will be

• noted in the project logbook.

5. Any modifications recommended by the project scientist will then be made, and the test

• repeated to determine performance changes.

6. Ii"the project scientist realizes that a procedure or process is incorrect or fails, work will

stop. The problem will be evaluated, the procedure changed, and the task repeated.

During ali phases of these tests, photographs and video tape will bc taken to ensure a complete

project record and allow the project scientist and staff to review and evaluate the system
performance. Ali pertinent data and experience will be used to write the Misting Application System

section of the operations manual.

6.1.3 Performance Testing of the Vacuum System

The vacuum system will be tested in two stages. Stage 1 will be an initial evaluation at the

NHLF; Stage 2 will take piace at the Cold Test Pit. The vacuum system will require a control panel

c)peramr and vacuum hose operator. The responsibilities of these operators are

• The Control Panel Operator turns the vacuum system on and off and monitor the level
. of the catch drum.

• The Vacuum Hose Operator uses the vacuum hose and attachments to perfc_rm the

decontamination operations as required.

The Stage 1 testing at the NHLF will test the basic performance characteristics of the vacuum

system and determine ii" any modifications are needed before moving the CCU to the field for

additional testing. The following tests will be performed:

1. A 2 x 4-ft test area will be covered with a mixture of different types of debris, such as

small rocks and pcbblcs, soil, small paper scrap or packaging materials, etc.

2. The control panel operator will turn on the system, and the vacuum hose operator will
attempt to remove ali the materials from the test area. The vacuum hose operator will

note ii"any material or debris was difficult or unable to be removed from the test area.

" The observation will be noted in the project logbook.

3. The vacuum system will be turned off, and the debris canister remcwed and emptied.

4. I1"the project scientist realizes that a procedure or process is incorrect or fails, work will

stop. The problem will be evaluated, the procedure changed, and the task repeated.
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The original design of the vacuum system proposed having the debris canister reside in the

trailer. After further thought and discussion, it will actually bc positioned outside the trailer em a

pallet. Two l)otential problems could occur thai make this change necessary: first, the canister ttr

drum could become too heavy to move for disposal with the drum mover (when full, the drum could

weigh up to 500 ibs.), and second, if the vacuum system is treating actual contaminated soil or debris,

the vacuum system will become contaminated from the end ttf the hose (or attachment) to the HEPA

filter located in the vacuum housing. The largcst part ot" the problem is removing the lid to the

debris canister. This will have to be done outside of the trailer in a zoned area (probably using a
glove box or bag). Attempts to remove the canister lid inside the trailer could cause contamination

spread throughout the trailer, lt is expected that the hose will be contaminated to a certain degree,

and a determination will be made for rem,,wing the hose for disposal ttr decontamination. The

vacuum motor and housing are protected by the HEPA filter at the inlet of the vacuum housing.

During ali phases of these tests, photographs and video tape will bc taken tct ensure a complete

project rccttrd and allow the project scientist and staff to review and ew_luate the system

performance. Ali pertinent data and experience will bc used tct write the Vacuum System section o1
the operations manual.

Upon completion of performance tests of the CCU systems, the t_pcr_ltions manual will be

written lhr the CCU and its systems. This manual will be used to operate the system in SUpl_ctrtof

the BWID demonstratictns, contamination control during RWMC operations, and emergency
response.

6.2 Methods for Supporting the RES Demonstration
o

The CCU will be used to support the RES demonstration that will bc conducted by BWID

during the summer of FY-93. This demonstration will test and evaluate the operational
chanlcteristics ttf a robotic, rename-controlled excavation vehicle. A.s part etl"this demonstration, the

CCU will he used to provide cc_ntamination control services in a noncontaminated environment. The

13urposc ti_r providing this service is to test the CCU in an operational mode that may bc found in
an actual retrieval operation. Objectives 1, 3, 4, and 1(}from Section 3 will be addressed in this
tltlcu111ellt.

The RES demcmstrntic_n will bc conducted inside an 80 x 80-l't tent t_ simulate a real retrieval

cfl't_rt and minimize weather effects. The CCU will be tested using the dust suppressic_n agents t_n

vehicle traffic surfaces and misting system and soil fixative system over the excavatit_n and dumping

areas (see Figure 8). Air p_lrticulate samplers will be used to measure the particulate dust

ct;nccntration around each lilt where these products and/or systems will be employed. The samplers
will be placed as close to each pit as possible without interfering with the misting heads or excavatic_n

vehicle. Filter samples will be taken with and without the CCU systems t_r pr¢_ducts employed to

evaluate the relative pcrfctrmance of these systems in a full scale operatictn. The test methods l'ctr

the RES demonstratic_n will be addressed in a separate test plan. s The robc_tic vehicle will be tested
in twct phases:

• Phase 1: Overburden removal using the robotic vehicle tc_ remove the 2 to 4 ft of st_il
overburden over the new retrieval cell added to the C¢_ldTest Pit in FY-t._2.
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Figure 8. Misting systcm setup for robotic retrieval vehicle demonstration.
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• Phase 2: Wastc retrieval using the robotic vehicle to remove soil and waste l'rom the waste
zone.

The lbliowing sections o1"this test plan will detail the me_hods that will be used to provide the

support to Phase 2, RES demonstration.

The retrieval cell of the Cold Test Pit is divided into tbur waste zones. Each waste zone will

be divided in halt', one half with contamination control support and one half without support. Air

particulate samplers (47 mm) will be positioned around the waste zone as close as possible to the

zone boundary. Because oi"space restrictions between the excavator and zone boundary, the number

of samplers that can be put around each zone (as many as 10) will be limited. After the overburden

is removed, the excavation vehicle will be positioned over the first waste zone, and retriewil

operations will begin on the first half of the zone where no contamination control support will be

provided. After the first halt" of a waste zone has been cleared, the vehicle will bc positioned over

the next half zone. Contamination control support will be established using 3M Foam or potato

starch on the digfacc and using the misting system during the excavation and dumping operation.

6.2.1 Dust Suppression Agent Support

The dust suppression agent Flambinder (calcium lignosult'onate) _ntl XDCA (sugar beet

polysaccharides) will be applied to ali vehicle trafl'ic surfaces in the test area bcl't_re any equipment

staging and project operations. The primary benefit oi" using the dust suppression agent to the RES b

demonstration is to minimize the background airborne dust concentration in the work area caused

by vehicle traffic and wind. By using this product on vehicle traffic surfaces and around the general

work area, visibility will bc improved, and there will be less airborne dust to clog or affect air

samplers, equipment, and electronics. Dust concentrations measured by the air samplers should

reflect dust generated from the digging and dumping operations, and the background dust
concentration should be minimized. Potential traMc and work areas to bc treated are shown in

Figure 7. Most of these areas will have had an initial treatment during the field evaluation of the
CCU. Since most of the treated areas will be outside ot'a containment structure, the basis lhr

evaluation will be to observe and note the integrity of the calcium lignosulfonatc and polysaccharide

during operatic_ns in the project logbook. The following details should bc noted in the project
logbook:

• Status of the treated areas and differences as nmed from the time of initial application

during the field cwlluation to the beginning of the RES demonstration

• Locations of any areas where reapplication ot" the product may bc nccdcd as determined

by the project scientist (with BWID test coordinatc_r concurrence) and the amount c_l"

product reapplicd, weather conditions, and curing times for the rcapi_iicd product.

• Relative amount of traMc over the treated areas during the dem¢_nstration and am(_unt

of calcium lign_sulf_matc and/or polysaccharides applied tc_ the heavy traffic areas.

Weather c¢_nditions (i.e., temperature, wind speed, directicm, and humidity) and curing
times at the time of reapplication will also be noted.
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• Date, time, and amounts of any precipitation received during the demonstration and its
effects on the treated area.

• General performance and functionality of the application system. Determine any further

. modifications that could be made to enhance system performance.

lt will be the responsibility of the project scientist to determine where, when, and how much

" product will be applied or reapplied during the demonstration. These decisions will be made based

upon past experience with this product and the operational requirements of the project. The BWID
test coordinator will be notified for concurrence.

6.2.1.1 Use of Polysaccharides as a Dust Suppression Agent. The usc of Fiambindcr as
a dust suppression agent during the excavation demonstration will he supplemented by the use of

XDCA (a sugar beet polysaccharide) in selected areas. The use of polysaccharides will be in support
of a Westinghouse Hanford work package sponsored by BWID. The XDCA will be applied in the

same type of traffic areas as Flambinder using the same dispensing system in the CCU to compare

product pertbrmance. Possible areas of application for polysaccharides is shown on Figure 7. The

qualitative data that includes time of application, time of observation, coverage, conditions, and

product performance will bc documented using the same methods described for Flambindcr and the

data prcwidcd to Westinghouse Hanford for their final report.

6.2.2 Misting System Support

The misting system will be used in conjunction with the 3M Foam and potato starch to control

fugitive dust generation over the excavation and dumping area. lt will be evaluated using 47-mm air

p_rticulate samplers placed adjacent to the digging and dumping area, where there is no interference

with the misting heads/spray or excavation operations.

A series of digging operations will be performed on the first half of the first waste zone witht_ut

misting or foam to establish a baseline air dust concentration. The sampler filters will be collected
after the waste zone is cleared of waste but before the excavator moves to the next half of the ztmc.

When the first hail"of the waste zone is excavated, another series of digging operations will then

bc performed with the misting system and foam system (or potato starch system) in operation. The

sampling positions must be duplicated as closely as possible over each waste zone. Fresh filters will

bc placed b_lck into the sampler holders before the excavation begins. The particulate filters will bc

cc_llectcd al'tor the excavatic_n operation and the results compared to the baseline conccntratit_n.

Comparisons of dust mass will determine a dust control factor and a dust control efficiency for the

tests in this operation. The results of these tests will be used to determine the effectiveness of using

" low volume misting in a large scale excavation and retrieval operation.

The prc_ject scientist or field team leader may reconfigure the misting head locations to maximize
the system performance. Misting operations will be pertbrmed over each of the waste zones to gain

c_pcration knowledge and experience using the system on a large scale operation. The misting system

will be operated using the instructions found in the operations manual for the CCU. The misting

system will bc turned on only while operations arc being performed and turned off when completed.
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El'l'c_rts must be made to mimic or to repeat the same number and types of operations performed

during the series of digging operations.

Ali pertinent events, operational changes, and observations will bc noted in the Iogbo_k for
further reference.

6.2.3 Soil Fixative Support

The soil fixative, 3M Foam, will be used on the digging areas before digging begins and after

a waste zone has been cleared to fix and stabilize the ,digface surfaces to reduce the movements of

soil or generation of dust from those surfaces. The 3M Foam application system on the CCU will
be used to provide this capability. The general method for tbam application will be

1. After the first half of the first waste zone has been excavatcd, the 3M Foam will be

applied to the remaining dig area of the waste zone. This area will bc covcrcd with a l-in.

laycr o1"foam to ensure proper coverage. When the foam is properly applied, the 3M

systcm will be purged with water. When the water begins to flow from the nozzle instead

of fc_am, the system will be shut off. The loam will cure tbr 5 to 10 minutes before digging

operations begin with the misting system running. The loam will bc reapplied as more and
more untreated soil becomes exposed. This will be a judgement call by the field team

leader and wiil be based on excess dust emission from the excavation operation or whcn

the entire surface is exposed with untreated soil.

2. At the end of the work day, as a new area of waste is exposed within a zone, or after a

waste zone is cleared; ali exposed areas will be covered with a l-in. layer of foam.

3. During digging operations, characteristics of the foamed areas will be recorded in the

Iogboc_k including breakaway characteristics of the foam (within 1 ft2) while digging is

taking place, how much the foam sticks to or collects on the digging equipment, removed
soil, and/or waste forms, and how often the foam blanket must be reapplied during digging.

Ali of these observations will be noted in the project logbook.

The result of using the 3M Foam as a soil fixative on a large scale will be incorporat_-d in the

final report, which will detail the performance and operation readiness of the CCU.

The use of 3M Foam as a soil fixative during the retrieval demonstration will bc supplemented

by the use of potato starch in selected areas in the retrieval cells. The use of potatt_ starch, which
is also a s¢_ilfixative, will be in support of a Westinghouse Hanford work package sponsored by

BWID. The potato starch will be applied to selected retrieval cells by the CCU. The coverage,

conditions, and product performance will be documented using the same methods described for 3M

Foam and the data provided to Westinghouse Hanford for their final report.

6.2.4 Vacuum System Support

The TRANSMATIC vacuum system in the CCU will be used to provide dust cleanup (_1'

equipment, working areas, and other materials that become dust laden from c_pcrations during the

demonstration. Use of the vacuum system will be on an as-needed basis determined by the project
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scientists of field team loaders of the RES. While in operation, observations will be made and noted

in the project logbook about the different areas and materials on which the vacuum system was used
and its ability to clean the areas and materials. The vacuunl system will b¢ operated according tr, the

procedures detailed in the operations manual of the CCU. Evaluation of the vacuum system will be

detailed in the final report describing the operation readiness of the CCU.

• 6.3 Particulate Air Sampling

A set of 47-mm air particulate samplers will be located at strategic iocati_ns around the digging

areas to collect air particulate dust samples. The number of samplers in use and their locations will

depend on the task at hand. The purpose of collecting air particulate samples is to evaluate the dust

generation from a specific digging operation, lt is not intended to evaluate the capabilities of the

CCU or its products. This has already bcen done in past laboratory experiments.-'

A diagram of a 47-mm filter sampler is shown in Figure 9. The 47-mm air particulate samplers

will bc connected to electronic mass llow sensors and rotary vane vacuum i_unlps to initiate and

measure the tlow through each sampler. The sampler tlows will be between 40 to 811Ipm depending

on the length of the sampling line. The electronic mass flow sensors will bc connected to a

dataloggcr and portable PC to record the air flow through each sampler during testing. The sample

filters will have bccn prcweighcd using methods detailed in later sections of this test plan. These

results will be used to calculate a dust control cMciency (Cefr) and control factor (CF) for the misting

- system. The calculation methods used to calculate the Ceft and CF can bc found in Appendix C of

this test plan.

" Errors that could reduce the precision and accuracy of dust concentration mcasurcnmcnts would

include dropping the filter onto the ground before loading it into the sampler, touching the filter with

barc hands when loading or unloading the filter from the sampler, dropping the sampler after dust
collection and losing a portion of the accumulated dust, and placing the sampler too close to the

misting heads where mist could be drawn into the sampler, decreasing the tlow and efficiency of the

sampler. /Es part of the s_lnapling procedure, these situations will be avoided. There will be backup
filters, prcwcighcd and labeled, in case a filter is dropped, damaged, or tt_uchcd accidentally. The

datalogger will display the l'lt_wsevery few seconds on the PC. If a filter or tube becomes plugged,

the decrease in flow will bc apparent from the datalogger display. If a sampler is dropped after or

during dust collection, this datum will not be included for that particular test.
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Presently, the sampling shelter is designed to accommodate 10 samplers. This was determined
based on past experimental knowledge. 2'4 Because of the size of the areas to bc sampled, 10 samplers

wcrc expected to be sufficient (and in some cases more than enough) tct acquire good statistical data
for each demonstration.

6.3.1 Methods Used to Weigh and Handle Particulate Air Samples

Ali filters will he weighed on a five piace electronic balance that has been calibrated and
approved by the EG&G Idaho Standards and Calibrations Laboratory. Ali filters will be prcwcighcd

at the INEL before transport to the Cold Test Pit to establish a baseline weight. The sampler filter

shall be handled using tweezers to minimize contamination of the filter from moisture or natural skin

oils from the hand. The filter will be placed on the balance, and the initial weight recorded in the

project Ic_gbook. Each filter will then be placed in a petri dish and sealed until used at the facility.
This method will be repeated for ali filters.
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7. SAMPLE CONTROL AND DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

Sample control will be maintained by placing ali filters and smears in prenumbercd petri-dishes

after the initial weight is recorded using the system indicated below:
9

Sample lD = P - X

where

P = particulate air filter

X = alpha numeric sample number.

The letter B will be placed toliowing the sample lD number to denote background samples.

When a filter is used during testing, ali pertinent data for that sample will be noted in the

lc_gbook as indicated. In addition, plot plans will be used from the work area, pit working area,

equipment locations, and sampler locations. These plots will be included as inserts in the Iogbc_ok.

Each insert will be signed and dated.

A logbc_c_kwill bc kept during set-up and conduction of experiments. As a minimum, specific

data that shall be included in the logbook for the work performed under this test plan are listed
belt_w:

1. Locations of samplers during ali tests

2. Flow meter calibration information

3. Computer and datalogger setup information

4. Flow rates

5. Computer information including run identifiers, start times, disk file identifiers, and data

storage information

6. Filtcr and smear pre and post-weights

7. Any changes made in experimental or electronic presets

8. Any test abnormalities observed

9. Date and negative numbers of any photographs taken

10. Dates and information on ali quality assurance samples (standards, blanks, and duplicates)

11. Any other pertinent inlk)rmation that the project scientist deems necessary
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12. Each page and entry into the logbook dated with the name of the person making the

entry.

Ali d_ta collected by the datalogger/PC will be saved on computer disk. Backups _)["ali data and

ct)pies of ali daily logbool: entries will be made on a daily basis and given to the BWID projcct

engineer for filing to ensure that data will not be lost.

Thi_ test plan and the procedures to carry it out will be followed as closely as possible.

However, since this is only a test "plan," amendments or modifications tc) the plan will be made asJ

necessary to attain ".e best operation of the CCU and provide the best support to the
demonstrations.

Ali modifications will be approved by the BWID site coordinator in advance and rcdlined into

the operational test plan.
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8. EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

The following is a list of sampling equipment and supplies.

I. 10 each McMillan 0 tct 100 Ipm electronic flow sensors

2. 2 each Gast 10 cfm vacuum pump

3. Cables fox"datalogging system

4. Omega model 481 datalogger

5. Co,rnpaq 286 pc.,rtable PC

6. 10 each SA!C open face 47-mm particulate samplers

7. Sartoriu:; five-piace analytical balance

8. 500 ft of 1/4 in. diameter Dacron tubing

9. 10() each cellulose or glass fiber particulate filters

10. Swagelock fittings

11. Sampler stands

12. Sampling shelter

13. 30 kW portable generator.

The following is a list of miscellaneous equipment and supplies needed for conduction of the
demonstrations and testing:

1. 4 misting stands

2. 51")kw generator

3. 1',1- 5 gal pails of 3M Foam concentrate

4. 1() - 5 gal pails of 3M Foam stabilizer

5. 4 - 55 gal drums of Flambindcr

6. lli - 55 gal drums of XDCA (sugar beet polysaccharide)

7. 50 gal of potato starch product
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8. 10,000 gal water truck

9. Various hand tools for the CCU (e.g., pipe wrenches, screw drivers, crescent wrenches,

etc.)

10. Personal protective equipment (PPE) for two people

o

11. Logbooks, 3.5-in. diskettes

12. Extra hoses and nozzles for CCU systems

13. Chocks for trailer and generator.
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9. SUPPLIES, UTILITIES, AND FACILITIES

A 50 kW portabic generator capable of producing 480 V is required for the operation of the

CCU trailer. The generator is provided by Fleet Services at the INEL. A 20 kW portable generator

capable of producing at least 70 ainps at 120 V is required for the operation of the sampling shcltcr.

A supplier has not bccn identificd at the time of this writing.

A 10,000-gal water truck is required to supplement the water supply of the CCU trailer during

the field dcmonstration and during the support of the RES demonstrations. The water truck will be

provided by the equipment pool from RWMC.

Equipment operators will be required to drive the truck to haul the CCU trailer, provide the
water truck, and move the generators from place to place as necessary. Thc equipment operators

will be supplied by the INEL (Central Facilities Area and RWMC).
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10. QUALITY

10.1 Data Reduction and Analysis

Ali data for each sample, such as the net filter weight and the total volume of air sampled, will
be used to calculate an air particulate dust concentration and its conditions. Where possible, several

samples collected in the same general area will be averaged to determine an average air particulate

dust concentration for the work area. The conditions of each of the average concentrations can then

be compared to compute a Cefr and CF for each operation and condition. Methods for determining

averages, standard deviations, Ceff, and CF, and their associated errors are found in Appendix C of
this document. These results will then be compared to the test objectives to determine if the
demonstration results were successful.

Ali equipment involved in collecting data will be calibrated before testing. This includes daily

calibrations of the five place balance and semiannual calibrations of the flow sensors, flow meters,

power supply, and high volume samplers. Data quality will be verified using peer review by the

technical leader of the RM&D Unit who is knowledgeable of data, assumptions, methodology, and

individual measurements analysis to verify that data are within the performance specification as

detailed in this test plan.

The acceptance criteria for CCU performance is based on the success of the systems in the

" CCU. Success will be determined from the comparison of the tests described in this test plan to

previous studies done on these systems and products when tested individually, z'4
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11. SAFETY, TRAINING, AND LOGISTICS

Sal'ety is of utmost concern with ali experiments, lt is the policy of EG&G Idaho to take every

practical precaution to protect the health o1"the employees. Three areas o1"sat'cty and training
concerns are emphasized: radiological, field safety, laboratory, and waste management.

11.1 Radiological Safety

No work involving radioactive materials or work conducted in radio_Jctively contaminated areas

will be performed using this test plan.

11.2 Field Safety

Ali work performed in the field will be conducted in accordance to ali applicable EG&G Idaho

and Engineering Research and Applications standard practices. Ali persCmnel working in the field
will need to have the following PPE:

• Steel toe safety shoes that at least cover the ankle

• Safety glasseswith side shields

• Hard hat

• 14earing protection

• Leather gloves

• Industrial hygiene samplers capable of detecting the presence of CO 2, NOX, CO, NO.

In addition, personnel designated as C_lgerators for the CCU will bc required to wear the

li_llc_wing PPE while using the li_am and dust supprcssicm agcnt application systems:

• White Tyvck ccweralls (123 laminated)

• Facc shield

• Rubber boots and glcwcs

• ltearing protection t_r headset radios with ambient car l_rotcction

• Sct_tt air packs.

Special caution will be taken to avoid interference with the RES. No digging operaticms will

bc conducted while samplcrs and/or misting heads arc bcing placcd around the digging area or while

i'tlillll i5 l,ci=lg api)lied. No c._,,_,._ pcrscmncl will bc permitted in the digging area during digging-

_pcrations.
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Respiratory protection may be deemed necessary as directed by a cognizant industrial hygienist

(lH). An IH professional shall be on hand during the initial phases of testing to determine when and

what type of respiratory protection may be required while operating the CCU systems.

" The following training will be required for personnel working in the field:

• Respiratory Protection with Self-contained Breathing Apparatus
o

• Hazard Communications

• Occupational Safety and Health Administration Hazardous Waste Operator.

Laboratory sale practices are described in the EG&G Idaho Standard Practices Manual, Section

2. Although this test plan is directed to field applications, these safe practices can be adapted to the

field environment. Subsections that apply to this test plan in "General Laboratory Practices" include

• 1.5--Eye Protection and Protective Clothing

• 1.6--Laboratory Safety.

11.3 Waste Management Practices and Training

Waste management practices are described in EG&G Idaho Safety Manual, Section 15 and

"General Laboratory Practices," Section 2 of the Standard Practices Manual. Subsections of the

" "General Laboratory Practices" that apply (these practices will apply to both the laboratory and the

field operations) to this test plan include

• 1.l--Non-Radioactive Chemical Waste Disposal

° 1.3--Chemical Lab Inventory

• 1.4--Chemical Spill Control

° 2.9--Handling and Storage of Hazardous Waste in Satellite Accumulation Areas.

Pertinent Safety Manual waste management practice subsections include

• 15.l--Routine Solid Waste Collection and Handling.

Ali wastes generated during operations described in this test plan will be handled and disposed

of according to current company practices and state and Federal regulations. None of the materials

used during these operations is considered hazardous and can be disposed of in a sanitary landfill.

An environmental checklist has been submitted to DOE-lD and a categorical exclusion for the

trc_ttability study has been granted by DOE-lD.
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Appendix A

Operating Instructions
' for Model 70a

Stabilized Foam Control Unit

The Model 70 is dcsigned to apply stabilized foam using the 60 nozzle supplied with the unit.

The chemicals utilized arc 3M AFFF/ATC (FC-600) and 3M FS7000 stabilizcr.

The FX9161 stabilizer is a water sensitive material and will solidify in approximately 1.5 minutes
when introduced in water or vice versa. Therefore, the FX9161 container must not be opened until

stabilized foam is to be made. Unit must be flushed, as described below, immediately after stabilized

foam making is terminated.

To place unit in operation"

READ CAREFULLY SAFEI_ PRECAUTIONS ON 3M AFFF/ATC AND
FST0(IO CONTAINERS

1. Connect a 1 l/2 in. National Standard firc hose to inlet of the unit, which is supplied with

a 1 1/2 in. NST swivel. The water should be capable of supplying 80 PSI to 125 PSI at

70 GPM. Maximum inlet prcssure is 21)0PSI. Unit should not be operated _lbove 125 PSI
• control prcssurc.

2. Connect not more than two (2) 51")ft sections of 1 1/2 in. NST hose from outlet of unit to

the nozzle. It"more lengths of hose are required, 1 3/4 in. hose with 1 1/2 in. couplings

ttr 2 in. hosc with 1 1/2 in. couplings, may be used, up to a maximum length o1"200 ft.
Nozzle must not be elevated more than 10 ft above the Model 70 control unit.

3. Close control valve on control unit, then open three turns, close flush valve.

4. Open water supply to unit and establish water flow through the unit and nozzle.

5. Adjust control valve to 80-85 PSI for maximum foam expansion (approximately twenty to

one). NOTE: As pressure is increased, expansion is reduced (at 125 PSI, cxpansion is

approximately ten to one). Do nc_toperate above 125 PSI inlet, as stabilized foam qualify

will bc rcduccd above that pressure.

6. Opcn one each 5 gal pail of FX9162 and FX9161, when stabilized foam is desired. Insert

FX9162 suction hose (3/4 in. hosc) into FX9162 pail, then FXt)I61 suction hosc (1 in.

hose) into the FX9161 pail.

a. Patent pending.
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Additional pails, as desired, may then be opened and used to replace FX9161 and FX9162

as they are expended. Stabilized loam will have a light yellow color. The FX9161

concentrate pails must be protected from water when opened.

7. To cease operation, it is imperative that unit be flushed immediately after chemicals are

cxpcndcd. Not more than one minute should elapse from the cessation of chemical l]ow

to unit until the flush valve is opened.

To flush the unit:

1. Remove both FX9162 and FX9162 pick up tubes from the respective 5 gal pails.

2. Open flush valve, water will flow in reverse from control unit through the FX9161 suction

hose to atmosphere, foam followed by water will flow from nozzle.

3. Whcn clear watcr is flowing from the suction hose and the nozzle (approximately two

minutcs) flush valve may be closed. Unit is now clear and may be mused or stored as

desired, lt is desirable, though not imperative, that a wet rag be used to wipe off the

outside of the FX9161 suction hose while it is flushing, this will prevent a slow buildup of
the material on the hose. h

Note: Unit is supplied with two sets of suction hoses. Orifices which control chemical

flow arc installed in the respective hose assemblies, as supplied. If one bccomcs unusable

duc to chemical buildup, or other reascms, a replacement may bc secured from Boots &

Coots at telephone numbcr, 1-800-231-4613 during office hours. For emcrgcncy supply
oi"limm, equipment, parts, technical information, or other assistance, use our 24 hr number

which is, (713) 999-1)276.

Williams Boots & Coots Fire & Protective Equipment, Inc.
3177 Summit Drive

Port Neches, Texas 77651

b. Low opcraling prcssurc is probable cause of flushing on the ATC line, which is no indication of a faulty
unit.
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Appendix B

Vacuum System, Model DC5500
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10 Machines Chapter2 [
l

DC5500 Dcssoo,s-7.skw
The DC 55(X_isDustcontrolsnmstpuwerlulmobiledusle×Iracloi'. '_
lt is available m three different standard model._

" 5-7.5 kW suitabte lor spot extraction on large hand tools and _ :_
hea_3'cleaning.

9.2 kW S extremeiv strong vacuum effect anti generally used in
., . diherent types oi m:,erial transport systems and

hea_' cleamng where the coarse material is separated
in a preseparator.Can beused with ve_" long hose _

• "lD "" -

lengths, _, ,
: ".!.2kW P generates extremely large flow andgenerally used in

semi-mobile extracuon systems. The machineis
placed outdoors and connected to a hoseor semi-
permanent pipesystem.

"TheDC5300 hasunique fiJler _.leaning."Themachines own
n_.eativepressure is used Io p,wer lhc re_ersepulse cleaning .,_:,
system.'/-he filter:',are cieanedeffeclively with minimunl wear.
Tilt. m,_cilineis available also with ;moptional plastic container
insteadol :he standard piasucbag. This D'peis useful for
apoltcationson metal ,.'Idpsand shavings, coo}ing ilttids or just

so,cml handlin_ of recoverable matenais. _.. )_ I'-

DC 5500 5-7.5 k W is delivcrra as standard

......... with the following:
,._.,_:-'.,_._..,.z_,,-_. - 7m suction hoseC'50

- .floor nozzle B 500/50
- suction pipe _350 mm

" " ",'_ r - 5plastic sacks/plastic container

Part no Description
1051 O0 5 kW 380/66nv 50 Hz !
105120 GB 5.5 k\V 415V

--'------..--- 105130 USA 7.5 k\V 220/440V 60Hz
• - ' ._:.:..=,.: 0[ 5"7. 105131 CAN 7.5 k\V60ov 60 Hz

105108 5 kV¢380/t:,60Vwith container
r.)O •105133 USA T.5 kW __0/440\ 60 Hz

with ctmtainer
° _]m

t

,,n ,,,,

_..: ...

|-

t

__t_ -'fi(}[/ 5 & lt It'/Ii! UCtllltltllUt

- ACCESSORIES: Chapter 4
_
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Appendix C

Calculation Methods
11,

For each test sequence, a dust control factor (CF) and dust control efficiency (Cefr) was

,, calculated, where

CF = Cn/C _,

cff%= 1- lC;Cd * loo

where

C n = the average dust concentration at a particular sampler location in grams per liter with
no soil fixative applied

C v = the average dust concentration at a particular sampler location in grams per liter for

ali test sequences with the soil fixative applied.

Ali averages and standard deviations for each sampler location were calculated by using the
,, following equations:

A VG = (,._ Ci)/N (Note: This value was used as C n or Cv depending on the test sequence.)

STD = SQRT[,_(C i - AVG)2/(N - I)]

where

C i = the concentration in grams per liter for each sample location for each test sequence
performed

N = the number of times each test was run.

The standard deviation tbr the CF and Cefr is calculated as

STDcF = CE * SQRT[ (Oo,/C,,) 2 + ( ocJCv) 2]

,, STOc,,ff = (lO0- Ceff) * SQRTI(oc,,/Cn) 2 + (ocJC,,)21

where

Ocn = the standard deviation of the average dust concentration at a particular sampling

location with no soil fixative applied
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Oer = the standard deviation of the average dust concentration at a particular sampling
location with the soil fixative applied.

This is a list of comments made by Jaffcr and Alice on the Contamination Control Unit test

plan. The comments will be stated and the response made in the test plan noted or explained.

I. lt was mentioned that the CCU would support Waste Technology Development and should

have stated the CCU would support BWID. This was corrected.

2. There was a question about whether there are wastes generated by BWID.
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